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Social Security's cost of living adjustment (COLA) for 2019 is 2.8%. While it's the largest increase since 2012 a recent study
found that the purchasing power for Social Security income has declined by 34% since the year 2000. Social Security's
COLA does a reasonable job of tracking economy-wide inflation; however, most retirees will find that it does not keep
pace with their own personal expenditures' inflation.
So, before you go to celebrate this "raise" there are two thoughts you should be keeping in mind.
Your Social Security payments may still fall short of maintaining purchasing power year-over-year.
Relative to working households, retirees tend to spend a higher percentage of their consumption on housing and medical
care and a smaller percentage on transportation, education, and apparel. When viewing the consumer price index for
older Americans (CPI-E), you can see the COLA hasn't historically kept up with prices of what retirees actually spend their
money on. One of the core long-term risks retirees face, inflation risk, is inevitably increased as a result of this (see Fig. 1).
This year's COLA will most likely not be significant enough to make up for purchasing power that has been lost over time.
The 2.8% COLA most likely won't be reflected by a 2.8% increase in your monthly net Social Security payments.
When Social Security announces COLA, they are setting the stage for Medicare to then calculate how much of the COLA
increase they'll be able to direct towards premiums, which tend to be automatically deducted from your Social Security
paychecks. What this means for you over time is that the increase in your Medicare premiums may dampen the relative
effect the COLA has on the power of your dollar because healthcare costs tend to inflate at a rate much faster than
regular inflation.
Medicare hasn't yet officially announced how much their standard premiums will be increasing, if at all, in 2019. We recommend holding off on making any drastic changes to your budget until you know how all income sources and expenses
will change heading in to the New Year. Please see our Liquidity. Longevity. Legacy. approach to wealth management for
additional details.
Fig 1: Social Security COLA vs. select categories from the CPI-E
COLA vs. select categories from the CPI-E for older Americans 62 years of age and older
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CIO WM Research analysts discuss their published views in postings to the UBS Wealth Management Americas Intellectual
Capital Blog (the “Blog”), an internal UBS communication. In this publication, CIO WM Research will make certain of its
Blog posts available for client distribution by UBS Financial Services financial advisors. Please note that updates to existing
CIO WM Research analyst views are never first expressed in the Blog. Rather, all updates can be found in the applicable
section of the Online Services Research website that corresponds to the Blog post's topic.
This report has been prepared by UBS Financial Services Inc. (UBS FS). Please see important disclaimers and dis-closures
that begin on page 2.
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affiliate thereof (collectively, UBS). In certain countries UBS AG is referred to as UBS SA. This publication is for your
information only and is not intended as an offer, or a solicitation of an offer, to buy or sell any investment or other
specific product. The analysis contained herein does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into account
the particular investment objectives, investment strategies, financial situation and needs of any specific recipient. It is
based on numerous assumptions. Different assumptions could result in materially different results. We recommend
that you obtain financial and/or tax advice as to the implications (including tax) of investing in the manner described
or in any of the products mentioned herein. Certain services and products are subject to legal restrictions and cannot
be offered worldwide on an unrestricted basis and/or may not be eligible for sale to all investors. All information and
opinions expressed in this document were obtained from sources believed to be reliable and in good faith, but no
representation or warranty, express or implied, is made as to its accuracy or completeness (other than disclosures
relating to UBS). All information and opinions as well as any prices indicated are current only as of the date of this
report, and are subject to change without notice. Opinions expressed herein may differ or be contrary to those
expressed by other business areas or divisions of UBS as a result of using different assumptions and/or criteria. At
any time, investment decisions (including whether to buy, sell or hold securities) made by UBS and its employees
may differ from or be contrary to the opinions expressed in UBS research publications. Some investments may not
be readily realizable since the market in the securities is illiquid and therefore valuing the investment and identifying
the risk to which you are exposed may be difficult to quantify. UBS relies on information barriers to control the flow
of information contained in one or more areas within UBS, into other areas, units, divisions or affiliates of UBS.
Futures and options trading is considered risky. Past performance of an investment is no guarantee for its future
performance. Some investments may be subject to sudden and large falls in value and on realization you may receive
back less than you invested or may be required to pay more. Changes in FX rates may have an adverse effect on
the price, value or income of an investment. This report is for distribution only under such circumstances as may be
permitted by applicable law.
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Degerler AS are affiliates of UBS AG. UBS Financial Services Incorporated of Puerto Rico is a subsidiary of UBS
Financial Services Inc. UBS Financial Services Inc. accepts responsibility for the content of a report prepared by a nonUS affiliate when it distributes reports to US persons. All transactions by a US person in the securities mentioned in
this report should be effected through a US-registered broker dealer affiliated with UBS, and not through a non-US
affiliate. The contents of this report have not been and will not be approved by any securities or investment authority
in the United States or elsewhere. UBS Financial Services Inc. is not acting as a municipal advisor to any municipal
entity or obligated person within the meaning of Section 15B of the Securities Exchange Act (the "Municipal Advisor
Rule") and the opinions or views contained herein are not intended to be, and do not constitute, advice within the
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